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portions and is set in complicated feudal conditions; the Montesino$
ballads imply a more informal and restricted community.
A combination of these snapshots will provide a recognizable
portrait of the ballad people. Minor differences have already been
apparent, but there are a few common features which are constant.
The community supposed by ballad poetry is small, stable, and
self-sufficient. In the east it is composed of the Slavic 'knjaz* and
his 'druzina' or body-guard, and the latter came to be fixed at a
conventional total of thirty in Serbian tradition. To build the
Bridge at Arta, according to a Greek ballad, there gathered
Five and forty master-wrights, apprentices full sixty.
A Spanish ballad begins
See from Jaen sally forth a good four hundred gentlemen.
They are attached to particular places: Branxholm, the Sherwood
Forest, Antequera, Kiev, Senj, &c. Despite all the activity dis-
played in the ballads, they relate no great movements of peoples;
nothing like the Germanic Migrations, the settlement of Iceland,
or the Crusades. The numbers involved in some of these move-
ments may not have been greater than those of ballad poetry, but
the scale of their actions corresponds to epos or saga, not to ballads.
Nationality is too big a concept for people so tribally organized.
One encounters instead simple antitheses which explain the recur-
rence of the same sort of action in ballad after ballad. There are
the Scots and English of our Borders, naturally at feud; Moors
and Christians; Serbs and Turks; Holy Russian 'bogatyrs* and
pagans, indifferently drawn from Lithuania or Tatary. Doubtless
these conflicts have amounted in fact to formative influences in
national history, but the ballad poets see them only episodically, as
they concern individuals. The great 'geste' is broken into frag-
ments. The career of Ruy Diaz de Bivar gives 205 different narra-
tives ; the disaster to the Serbs at Kosovo is recounted as it affected
Milos Obilic, Prince Lazar, the nine Jugovici and their mother, a
nameless maiden, but there is no attempt at a conspectus on a
grand scale, such as occurs in the heroic epics. These small com-
munities are self-centred and self-sufficient, attached to their own
soil by instinctive patriotism, and led by leaders who command
their personal devotion. They have a lively intelligence, as their
metaphors show. In the best periods there is restraint and decency
in the ballads, however tragic or amusing the pieces may be.

